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**SECRET SAVIN**

**FROM:** USA-32

**TO:** HOTEL THREE/JULIET DELTA

**INFO:** USA-57

**TAGREP:** 207

**DTG:** 16/1320Z FEB 68

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**

**IMMEDIATE**

**ACTION:** FLASH

**PRECEDENCE:** BOOK MULTI SINGLE

**INFO:** IMMEDIATE

**FROM:** USA-32

**TO:** HOTEL THREE/JULIET DELTA

**INFO:** TAGREP 207

**TAGREP:** 207

**DATE:** 16 FEB 68

**TIME:** 1320Z

**LOCATION:** VINH TO HANOI

**OPERATIONS:** FAC

**REFLECTED:** VINH INFORMING HANOI OF PROBABLE B-52 OPERATIONS

**SKED FOR:** THE KHE SANH AREA BETWEEN 2130Z AND 2250Z

**16 FEB 68.**
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SECURITY CLASSIFICATION</th>
<th>BOOK</th>
<th>MULTI</th>
<th>SINGLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reserved for Communication Center</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SECRET SAVIN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTION</th>
<th>FLASH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFO</td>
<td>DTG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FROM:** USA-32
**INFO:** USA-57
**TO:** HOTEL TRAFFICK DELTA

TACREP AT 1400Z, 25 FEB 68, HANOI BAO MAI, CONTROL OF A NORTH VIETNAMESE AIR OPERATIONS NOT INFORMED AN UNLOCATED OUTSTATION THERE WOULD BE B-52 ACTIVITY NORTHWEST OF QUANG TRI AT 1520Z.
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SECRET SAVIN

TO:  HOTEL THREE/JULIETT DELTA
INFO: USA-57
TACREP 24068

AT 28/0405Z, INTERCEPT OF DRV AIR COMMAND NET REFLECTED HANOI INFORMING VINH THAT THERE WERE SIX B-52'S ACTIVE FROM 0330Z TO 0350Z, POSS IN THE BAO CAI AREA, AND THAT THE SIX B-52'S WILL BE ACTIVE FROM 0610Z TO 0630Z IN THE SAME AREA.
SECRET SAVIN

FLASH

DTG: 22/4341 Z FEB 68
FU: USA-32
TO: HOTEL THREE/JULIET
DDD: AON IHO
330/SOG
GAS VIENTIENNE
INFO: USA-57

SECRET SAVIN SONGBIRD TACREP Z-17-68

AT APPROXIMATELY 1115Z, 15 FEB 68, A SPEAKER AT THE SAM
SITE LOCATED AT 20-52N 105-25E REPORTED THAT A HOSTILE
AIRCRAFT HAD BEEN SHOT DOWN ON THE EVENING OF 14 FEB 68
IN THE VICINITY OF THANH HOA (20-37N 105-47E), AND THAT
THE PILOT HAD BEEN CAPTURED.

SWEENEY/OPS-VP

FOR: JOSEPH F. BOHREN
MAJOR USAF
OPERATIONS OFFICER

//PAGE 1 OF 1//
SECRET CAVIN

FLASH/IMMEDIATE

DTG: 24/1340Z 2 FEB 68

FM: USA-32

TO: HOTEL THREE/JULIETT

INFO: USA-57

SECRET CAVIN TACREP 230-68

AT 1330Z, 24 FEB 68, PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF DRV

RELECT AN UNID SAM SITE

REPORTING THE SHOOTDOWN OF ONE ACFT AT 1925Z BY

THE AAA SECTION. THIS SHOOTDOWN, IF VALID, POSS

OCCURRED IN THE ALPHA GOLF FOUR BLOCK.

OPS-D

FOR: JOSEPH F. BOHREN

MAJOR USAF OPNS OFFICER
FLASH

DTG: 29/0930 7 FEB 68

FM: USA-32

TO: HOTEL THREE/JULIETT

SSO/SOG

CAS VIENTIANE

SECRET CAVIN

SONGBIRD TAGREP 247-68.

FRAGMENTARY DATA FROM DRV VN

THE FOLLOWING. SITE NW-234 (21-13N 105-44E) REPORTED
FIRING TWO MISSILES AT 0755Z, AND SHOOTING DOWN ONE
F-4. AT 29/0827Z, THE SAME SITE REPORTED THE CAPTURE
OF ONE U.S. PILOT, BUT SAW TWO CHUTES.

FO 3.3(h) (2)
PL 86-36/50 USC 3605

OPS-C/LWD

FOR: JOSEPH F. BOHREN
MAJOR USAF
OPNS OFFICER

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGES
FROM: USA-32

TO: HOTEL THREE/JULIETT DELTA

AT 0026Z, 07 MAR 68, ON A DRV COMMAND AIR NET, DONG HOI WAS NOTED INFORMING HANOI OF POSSIBLE B-52 ALERT POSSIBLY FOR QUANG TRI AT 0110Z, 07 MAR 68.
SECRET CAVIN

FLASH
IMMEDIATE

DTG: 31 15 7 7 MAR 68
FM: USA-32
TO: HOTEL THREE/JULIETT ALPHA
INFO: USAF57

TACREP 357-68

AT 1118Z 31 MAR 68, AN UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER, DRV SAM ASSOCIATED, STATED PROBABLE UNLOCATED AAA UNIT, K4, SHOTDOWN AN F-111A ON 30 MAR 68.

OPS-D/

FOR: JOSEPH F. BOHREN
MAJOR USAF
OPNS OFFICER
SECRET CAVIN

FLASH 12332
DTG: 14/MAR 68
FM: USA-32
TO: HOTEL THREE/JULIET
SSO/SOG
CAS VIENTIENNE
INFO: USA-57

SECRET CAVIN SONGBIRD TAGREP 290-68

AT APPROXIMATELY 1510Z, 10 MAR 68, A SPEAKER AT AN UNIDENTIFIED SAM SITE REPORTED THAT A HOSTILE AIRCRAFT HAD BEEN SHOT DOWN AND THAT THE PILOT(S) HAD BEEN CAPTURED.

DUNLAP/OPS-VP

FOR: JOSEPH F. BOHREN
MAJOR USAF
OPS OFFICER

/////PAGE 1 OF ONE PAGE/////
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FROM: USA-32
TO: HOTEL THREE/JULIETT
INFO: USA-57

TACREP 319-68
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF DRV AAA FACILITIES INDICATES A SHOOT DOWN OF A POSS U.S. AIRCRAFT BY AAA FIRE AT UNKNOWN LOCATION BETWEEN 0347Z AND 0402Z. THE UNLOCATED AAA STATION FURTHER STATED THE "F" (POSS FOXTROT SERIES ACFT) BURST INTO FLAMES AND THAT PLAN FIVE (5) WAS USED DURING THE FIRING.
S & W PASS-ON LOG FOR 23 MARCH 1968 (1615-2345L) SMS CLARK

FM: BAKER FLT

TO: TE, FLT'S, VP

1. PM STRIKES CANX.

2. SENT OUT ALPR ON DRV AWARENESS OF B-52 STRIKE AT KHE SANH. HOWEVER, NO SKED STRIKES WERE AVAIL FOR THE REFLECTED TIME. TACREP OUT AND TECH SUPP.

3. NUMEROUS VCA MESSAGES THIS SHIFT. PASSED ACCORDINGLY TO JSPC, SSG DET AND TACC-NS.

4. NEGATIVE REFLECTIONS OF PLOWMAN MISSION SKED FOR RECOVERY AT 23/2110Z MAR 68.

5. TAC PRE-FLIGHTS OUT.

6. LANCE WILL STAY ON ORBIT TILL 1905Z SINCE HE HAS FIGHTER CAP.

7. TWO ARC LITES SO FAR FOR MIDS. NEG REFLECTIONS ON SWINGS.

8. RIVET TOP ON CIRCUIT.

9. AIOP SUPPORT OUT

10. DANANG

11. ROLLING THUNDER IN AND DISTRIBUTED.

12. PASS ON LOG TYPED UP.
SECRET SAVIN

TYPED NAME AND TITLE: JOSEPH F. BOHREN, MAJ, USAF
OPERATIONS OFFICER

FROM: USA-32
TO: HOTEL THREE/JULIETT BRAVO
INFO: USA-57

TACREP 323 68

REF OUR TACREP 322-68 DTD: 25/04/52 MAR 68:
FURTHER INTERCEPT FROM DRV TAC VOICE, DRV AND CHICOM
AIR SURV FACS, REVEALS THAT THIS ACTIVITY WAS PROB HIGH
SPEED RUNS NORTHWEST FROM HANOI BY RUSSIAN PILOTED
MIG-21/18. THE ACFT FLEW NORTHWEST FROM HANOI TO THE
SINO/DRV BORDER AND RETURNED OVER A RECIPROCAL ROUTE
BTWN 03512 AND 2416Z.
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25/04/67 2 MAR 68